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Abstract 
An application of· a wind wave prediction model along the coast 
of the Northern Adriatic Sea is described• The model is used 
to evaluate· the wave conditions at 17 locations· along the -
coastline for the whole period of interest. These data are 
used to study the phenomenon of eutrophication of the coasto 
Resume- On decrit un modele de prediction de la hoUle app-
lique le long de la c~te septentrionale de la mere Adriati
oue. Le modele a rep~oduit les conditions de la houle en 17 
localites de la c~te, qui ont ete successivement utilizees 
pour etudier l'eutrophization de ce milieu. 

The study of eutrophication of the coastal waters and the 
processes of erosion and sedimentation of the coast of the 
Northern Adriatic Sea have lead to the development; of seve
ral rhysical-mathematical models. Their general aim is a be1 
ter lmowledge ofthe current field determining the sediment 
transport along the coast.~lose to the coast the current is 
strongly influenced by the local wave field. To determine 
this one a suitable already existing model has been used,m£ 
difying it according to the local requirements. 

To evaluate the wind wave field we use a model previously 
developed by Cavaleri and Malanotte-Rizzoli (1978) for the 
Northern Adriatic Sea. This is a physical ray model in which 
the predictio~ is made at one point and at a fixed time. 
Each single wave comnonent is considered as frequency and 
direction. These components, before reaching the target po
int, follow a well established path. These paths are stra
ight lines in deep water, but in shallow water the bottom 
topography forces them to change their direction (refraction 
phenomenon ). These paths or wave rays are evaluated once 
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for ever at the begi~.ng of the procedure. Because 
our aim is t'o evaluate the wave field un to the coast1ine , 
the initial model has been modified to obtain a more detai
led determination of wind waves in the most interesting no
ints. It, or this two different grids has been used, wi. th di f-
ferent resolution, the finer one being used to resolve in 
.en-eater detail the more complicated coastal bottom topop-ra
phy. The passage from grid to s-rid is authomatically carried 
out along the nroPTam. The 17 noi.nts of interest have been 
chosen on the man with smaller mashsi.ze ( 1 Km), accordinP: to 
recurrence of f1owerinP' of seaweeds and in those nlaces~ whe
re erosion and sedimentation are more evident. For each of 
these noints the model supnlies a first output. This comnr.~ 

hends a series of refraction dias-rams alon,g all the directi
ons offshore and for all the frequencies of a spectrum of 
wind wave in the Aldriattc Sea. After the determination of the 

wave refraction ra:vs, it is~ necessary to find out the di
atribution of the wind field on the sea. This is done usi.n,g 
a model that evaluates the wind field starting from the sna 
tial pressure gradients. The pressure are observed, every 
three hours, at different meteorological stations all over 
the Adriatic Sea. The ,geostronhic wi.nd is evaluated as in
tensity and direction on a man with mash of ~OKm and is 
P:iven in a series of values every 1 hours. 

Refraction rays and wind field are necessary for the exe
cution of the last part of the procedure .. In this the ~=mercy 

balance eauation 
'dE(f,-8-,~,t) 

-at: S( f ,-&,.~, t) 

is intezya.ted for each freauency ray by ray. In the equation 
E( f, & '·~' t) is the directional energy density spectrum, in -po 
int ~ and time t, f and .g. respectively represent frequency -··· 
and direction. S is the source funct:i.on. and represents th8 
locally created (wind) and dissipated enerpy. 

The generative ~rocesses included in the model are the re~ 
sonance mechanism by Phillips {wind waves linear p:rowth) and 
the instability mechanism by Miles (exponential growth). The 
dissinative nrocesses are the bottom friction when the waves 
run on shallow water, and the breaking (that is~ dispersion 
of e:1erzy of satura.t ed wave) • 
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After the dPfi ni ti on of the source functi.on S, the energy 
bfllance eauation ifl inte,qrated r::tlon,g er::tch refraction ray 
from the last point back to the prediction point. For each 
target noint, the model nrovides the directional and frequen 
cv energy flpectrum. These values are tacken off once a day 
durinP' the most important mAteoroloP:ica1 periods •. Moreover 
the model nrovi.des the va1ues of main direction and its va
riations with time, the neak freouency and significant wave 
height. Finally a series of dinami.c parameters is evaluated 
from t·'le nrevious ones. rr'hese are the variation of enerey 
dissipA-tion by breakin&r near coastline for each meter of de
crasin&r depth, the vertical kinematic diffusion coefficient 
for conductivitv-diffusivity and momentumt and the longshore 
current generA.ted by wr::tve brAaking. A.ll thefle data are u.sed 
~ls inmJt for a narallel modAl evRJ.uating thP cn.rrent field 
aJon(Y' the coRstli nP, stron(Y'ly denendent on the J.ocal wave 
f'i P}d 1 
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